Dynamic Nature of Coronary Plaques and Clinical Outcomes in Diabetic Patients: Is Change in Itself Bad?

Naturaleza dinámica de las placas coronarias y resultados clínicos en pacientes diabéticos: ¿es malo el cambio de por sí?
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Atherothrombotic cardiovascular events are related not only to luminal stenosis severity but also to plaque composition. This has led to the concept of vulnerable plaque, referring to those lesions more likely to rupture and cause clinical syndromes. Features of vulnerability include large necrotic core, thin fibrous cap, or active inflammation, amongst others. Diabetes mellitus, through a variety of mechanisms, is a well known risk factor for increased cardiovascular risk. Prior studies using serial intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) to assess coronary atherosclerosis have demonstrated an association between the presence of diabetes and not only increased plaque burden but also faster plaque progression and inadequate constrictive remodeling. Moreover, when studied with IVUS virtual histology, diabetic patients have larger necrotic cores and higher prevalence of isolated or multiple thin-cap fibroatheromas.

In the article published in Revista Española de Cardiología, Jiménez-Quevedo et al. describe the plaque changes in 45 type 2 diabetic patients with established coronary artery disease enrolled in 3 prospective stent trials, who underwent serial IVUS at baseline and after a 9-month follow-up. The authors studied 237 coronary segments containing untreated plaques that caused mild stenosis (≤25% diameter narrowing) and were located at least 10 mm away from a previously stented lesion. Based on their IVUS appearance, lesions were qualitatively categorized as soft, fibrous, calcified, or mixed. Change in type of plaque (CTP) was defined as a difference in lesion category between the baseline and the follow-up IVUS examinations. In addition, the authors correlated CTP with major clinical events (cardiac death, myocardial infarction, and target vessel revascularization) during the subsequent 12 months. Overall, CTP was noted in 48 lesions (20.2%). The most common plaque type at baseline was mixed (39.2%), and CTP occurred more frequently in this subtype (52.1%). Mixed plaques evolved into any of the other phenotypes (soft, fibrous, or calcified), and conversely these other plaque types were transformed mostly into mixed plaques as well. There were no detectable differences in serial changes in luminal, vessel, or plaque areas between lesions with or without CTP and, importantly, plaque subtype at baseline did not differ between groups. In multivariate analyses including conventional risk factors, type of coronary artery disease, medications received, baseline plaque characteristics, and various serum biomarkers, higher levels of glycated hemoglobin levels were associated with presence of CTP (odds ratio [OR]: 1.25, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.01-1.56; P = .04), whereas statin and glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors use was related to less frequent CTP (OR: 0.14, 95% CI 0.14-0.88, P = .02 and OR 0.34, 95% CI 0.16-0.72, P = .004, respectively). During the 12-month clinical follow-up, major cardiovascular events developed in 13 (27.1%) patients with CTP versus 29 (15.3%) of those without (P < .001). This was mainly due to higher incidence of revascularization (20.8% versus 13.8%, P = .008) and a trend for fewer myocardial infarctions (6.3% versus 1.6%, P = .08) in the CTP patients. No cardiac deaths occurred in either group. Finally, CTP was independently associated with cardiovascular events at 1 year after adjusting by age, diabetes type, and multivessel coronary disease (OR: 1.9, 95% CI 1.3-9.9; P = .01).

The study by Jiménez-Quevedo et al. provides important observations in diabetic atherothrombosis and raises interesting questions. First of all, notwithstanding the limitations and relatively gross characterization capabilities of grayscale IVUS, the fact that approximately 20% of coronary lesions changed qualitatively during a 9-month period highlights the dynamic nature of coronary atherosclerosis and is in agreement with recently published data. Using virtual histology IVUS at baseline and after a 12-month follow-up, a recent study examined 216 nonculprit lesions characterized by plaque burden > 40% in 99 patients (31% were diabetics). Coronary lesions evolved into a different type with a frequency ranging between 0 and 75% depending on baseline plaque type. Thin-cap fibroatheroma showed the most dynamic nature of coronary atherosclerosis and is in agreement with recently published data. Using virtual histology IVUS at baseline and after a 12-month follow-up, a recent study examined 216 nonculprit lesions characterized by plaque burden > 40% in 99 patients (31% were diabetics). Coronary lesions evolved into a different type with a frequency ranging between 0 and 75% depending on baseline plaque type. Thin-cap fibroatheroma showed the most dynamic nature of coronary atherosclerosis and is in agreement with recently published data.

Another interesting observation in the current study pertains to the fact that plaques evolved into not only more “unstable” subtypes (ie, soft plaques) but also frequently into theoretically more “stable” phenotypes (ie, calcified of fibrous lesions). One might expect that these opposite directional changes would be
associated with more and fewer events on follow-up, respectively, and probably counteract one another in terms of clinical impact. However, and although the study was insufficiently powered to evaluate the effects of specific CTPs, it was the presence versus the absence of CTP that was independently related to cardiovascular events. Similarly, patients with “vulnerable” lesions such as soft plaques that did not experience CTP would be expected to still remain at higher risk of events. This did not seem to be the case since the authors specify (data not shown) that baseline plaque type distribution was comparable between patients with and without CTP. Nonetheless, outcomes were still lower in those whose lesion type did not evolve. Certainly, lack of change of nonculprit soft coronary plaques over similar periods of time has been previously reported in other studies. These observations raise the thought-provoking hypothesis that CTP (either into more “stable” or “vulnerable” phenotypes) may be reflective of a more active and dynamic disease type, and perhaps deleterious in itself. Statins, glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors, and other therapies – through various lipid-lowering, anti-thrombotic, anti-inflammatory, etc. – mechanisms could help passivate the system, maybe not by necessarily transforming it into a less “vulnerable” one, but simply into a less dynamic one. This possibility would certainly deserve further testing in larger prospective studies, particularly to validate it with hard endpoints (death and myocardial infarction) as opposed to the less objective “need for revascularization.”

In the present study, impaired metabolic control as reflected by higher glycated hemoglobin concentrations was also associated with more frequent CTP. Although biologically plausible, this finding should be viewed in the context of recent clinical trials indicating that more intensive glucose lowering does not necessarily translate into improved cardiovascular prognosis, particularly for those with more advanced diabetes. In addition, insulin dependent type 2 diabetes was associated with CTP in univariate analysis in this investigation, although statistical significance no longer persisted after adjustment for other covariates. Differential effects of different glucose lowering strategies have been described not only on IVUS-based plaque progression but also on clinical outcomes. In addition, a prospective study of intermediate coronary lesions deemed “non-culprit” during an acute coronary syndrome was reported recently. It identified IVUS-derived minimal lumen area under 4.0 mm², percent plaque burden over 70%, and virtual histology algorithm-derived diagnosis of necrotic core as predictors of future coronary events, mainly repeat revascularization procedures for recurrent angina symptoms. It would have been great to have the specific report on the above IVUS-derived parameters from the current investigation.

In the future, other attractive investigations could center on the potential influence of specific oral agents (i.e, glitazones, metformin, etc.) on dynamic changes in plaque type. Finally, it would be of interest to evaluate whether similar associations in CTP and outcomes can be replicated in the setting of non-diabetic atherothrombosis.
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